In recent years, soft iterative decoding techniques have been shown to greatly improve the bit error rate performance of various com munication systems. For mUltiple antenna systems, however, it is not clear what is the best way to obtain the soft-information re quired of the iterative scheme with low complexity. In this paper, we propose a modification of the Fincke-Pohst (sphere decoder) algorithm to estimate the MAP probability of the received sym bol sequence. The new algorithm solves a nonlinear integer least squares problem and, over a wide range of rates and SNRs, has polynomial-time (often cubic) complexity. The performance of the algorithm, combined with convolutional, turbo, and LDPC codes is demonstrated on several multiple antenna channels.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the pursuit of high-speed wireless data services has gen erated a significant amount of activity in the communications re search community. The physical limitations of the wireless mediuin present many challenges to the design of reliable communication systems. As has been shown in [I] , multiple antenna wireless com munication systems are capable of providing data transmission at potentially very high rates. In multiple antenna systems, space time [2] (along with traditional error-correcting) codes are often employed at the transmitter to induce diversity. Furthermore, to secure high reliability of the data transmission, special attention has to be payed to the receiver design. However, good decoding schemes may result in high complexity of the receiver.
A low-complexity detection scheme for multiple antenna sys tems in a fading environment has been proposed in [3] . This detec tion scheme (so-called ''nulling-and-canceling''), depending on the adopted criterion, essentially performs zero-forcing or minimum mean-square-error decision feedback equalization on block trans missions. In [4] , a technique referred to as the "sphere decoder" (based on the Fincke-Pohst algorithm [5) ) was proposed for lat tice code decoding and further adapted for space-time codes in [6) . The sphere decoder provides the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of the transmitted signal sequence and so often signifi cantly outperforms nulling and cancelling. Moreover, it was gen erally believed to require much greater computational complexity than the cubic-time nulling and cancelling techniques. However, in [7] an analytic expression for the expected complexity of the sphere decoder has been obtained where it is shown that, over a wide range of rates and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), the expected complexity is polynomial-time (often sub-cubic). This implies that in many cases of interest maximum-likelihood performance can be obtained with complexity similar to nulling and cancelling.
Another area of intense research activity is that of soft iterative decoding. Such techniques have been reported to achieve impres sive results for codes with long codeword length. Following the
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California Institute of Technology Pasadena, CA 91106 seminal paper by Berrou et al [8] , there have been many results on turbo decoding, with performances approaching the Shannon limit on single-input single-output systems (see [9] and references therein). More recently, low-density parity check (LDPC) codes, long neglected since their introduction by Gallager [10] have also been resurrected (see, e.g., [11] , [12] ).
Crucial to both turbo and LDPe decoding techniques is the use of the probabilistic ("soft") information about each bit in the trans mitted sequence. For multiple antenna systems employing space time codes it is not clear what is the best way to obtain this soft information with low complexity. As noted in [13] , where turbo coded modulation for multiple antenna systems has been studied, if soft information is obtained by means of an exhaustive search, the computational complexity grows exponentially in the number of transmit antennas and in the size of the constellation. Hence, for high-rate systems with large number of antennas, the exhaus tive search proves to be practically infeasible. Therefore heuristics are often employed to obtain soft channel information (see, e.g., [13] ). Recently in [14] , the sphere decoder has been employed to obtain a list of bit sequences that are "good" in a likelihood sense. This list is then used to generate soft information, which is subse quently updated by iterative decoder decisions.
In this paper, we propose a modification to the original Fincke Pohst algorithm to obtain soft information on the transmitted bit sequence. The modified Fincke-Pohst algorithm essentially per forms a maximum a posteriori (MAP) search and provides soft in formation for the iterative decoder (e.g., turbo or LDPC). The soft decoder's output is then fed back to the Fincke-Pohst MAP (FP MAP), and iterated on. Our method differs from that of [14] in that the sphere decoder is modified (to allow for the introduction of soft information from the iterative decoder), that it performs MAP search, and that it is repeated for each iteration. We will assume that there are more receive (N) than transmit (M) anten nas, so that the sphere decoder can be efficiently implemented To accommodate for N < M, one can use an LD code as in [16] .
SYSTEM MODEL
We assume a discrete-time block-fading multiple antenna chan nel model, where the channel is known to the receiver. This is a reasonable assumption for communication systems where the sig naling rate is much faster than the pace at which the propagation environment changes, so that the channel may be leamed via, e.g., is the expected received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). An iterative decoding scheme is shown in Figure 1 . The infor mation bit sequence b is first encoded with error-correcting code.
Upon interleaving, coded bit sequence c is modulated onto symbol vectors s and transmitted across the MIMO channel. Detector in Figure 1 , based on modified sphere decoder, accepts at the input the received symbol sequence, along with a priori probabilities of the coded bits; it outputs both the estimated coded bit sequence and probabilities associated with the correct detection of each bit. This probability is often expressed as a log-likelihood ratio (LLR),
CiX=og .
[Note: we will represent logical 0 with amplitude level -1, and logical 1 with amplitude level +1.] The computational complexity of a traditional MAP algorithm can be prohibitive for application in multiple antenna systems. Since the sphere decoding algorithm of Fincke and Pohst can sup ply us with the ML estimate of s with reasonable complexity, one may speculate whether a modification can be devised to yield soft information with low complexity. We show that this can be done and describe how to efficiently approximate the LLRs in the fol lowing section.
MODIFIED FP ALGORITHM FOR MAP DETECTION
Assuming model (I) , MAP detector maximizes the posterior prob ability Palx(slx) , i.e., it solves o p timization problem max Palx(slx ) .
where L is usually a power of 2. Moreover, m = 2M and S is simply the m = 2M -dimensional real vector obtained from the M-dimensional complex vector s.1
Using Bayes' rule, arg max Palx(slx) = arg max Pxla(xls)p.{s).
aE%lZ' aE%lZ' .
Since H is known and noise is zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian, the conditional distribution of Z given s is P"'la(xls) = ! e-U",-H.U 2 ,
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However, for an iterative decoding scheme, we also require soft information, i.e., probability that each bit is decoded correctly. As suming independent bits Cl,C 2
...
La(e,)
E p[:clc) (6) k=l where R is lower triangular matrix following QR factorization of H. [Note that, unlike in the original sphere decoder algorithm, this geometric body is no longer a hypersphere.] The search radius r in (6) can be chosen according to the statistical properties of the noise and a priori distribution of 8 (so that, for instance, algorithm yields chosen average number of points which satisfy (6».
Let rij denotes (i,j) entry of R. A necessary condition for 8m to satisfy (6) readily follows, r!.m (8m -Sm)2 -logp(Sm) $ r2.
Moreover, for every Sm satisfying (7), we define r!._l = r2 -r!.m (Sm -Sm) 2 + logp(sm), and obtain a stronger necessary condition for (6) 
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The procedure continues in this fashion until all the components of vector s are found. Assume that the search yields the set of points S = {s( 1 ), S( 2 ) , • • • ,S{I)}. Then the vectors E S minimizing (4) is the solution to the MAP detection problem. The soft information for each bit 'Ci can be estimated from (5), by only summing the terms in the numerator and denominator such that S E S.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF FP-MAP ALGORITHM
The computational complexity of FP-MAP algorithm, due to its search strategy, is a random variable. The average: complexity and use the results of [7] , the expected number of lattice points in the k-th dimension is given by
where 'Y( 'TI, {) denotes the incomplete ganIma function of order � and argument 7], and Cs(k, n, L) = 10,h, ... ,I; �o
, and the function ¢j{x) is defined as
The number of computations per k-dimensional lattice point visited is 2k + 17, so that the expected complexity is given by
k=1
The above expression for the expected complexity can be read ily evaluated (especially for moderate values ofL). This is done in [7] , where it is shown that for a wide range of m, L and p, the sphere decoder algorithm has complexity comparable to cubic time methods such as nulling and cancelling. As a general prin ciple, for a fixed m, the complexity decreases by increasing the SNR p or by' decreasing the value of L. This has important im plications for the design of space-time turbo and LDPC codes that lend themselves to efficient iterative decoding. 
S. SIMULATION RESULTS
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In this paper, we developed a modification of the Fincke-Pohst (sphere decoder) algorithm to perform M AP detection and effi ciently estimate soft information. When combined with soft itera tive decoding schemes, the proposed detection algorithm provides performances of multiple antenna systems which are close to ca pacity. This was demonstrated on systems employing both turbo and LDP C codes. When combined with soft iterative decoding schemes, proposed algorithm allows one to get close to capacity (e.g., approximately 3.3dB in 4 x 4, 16-QAM system employing turbo code).
We developed an analytic expression for expected complexity of the algorithm. Over a wide range of rates and SNRs, the al gorithm has polynomial-time (often cubic) complexity. The algo rithm is faster in systems employing the high-rate error-correcting codes. Although the simulations we presented were for M = N, once can still use the methodology for M > N, provided one uses, for instance, an LD code .
